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Human mobility models typically produce mobility data to capture human mobility patterns individually or collectively based
on real-world observations or assumptions, which are essential for many use cases in research and practice, e.g., mobile
networking, autonomous driving, urban planning, and epidemic control. However, most existing mobility models suffer from
practical issues like unknown accuracy and uncertain parameters in new use cases because they are normally designed and
verified based on a particular use case (e.g., mobile phones, taxis, or mobile payments). This causes significant challenges
for researchers when they try to select a representative human mobility model with appropriate parameters for new use
cases. In this paper, we introduce a MObility VERification framework called MOVER to systematically measure the performance
of a set of representative mobility models including both theoretical and empirical models based on a diverse set of use
cases with various measures. Based on a taxonomy built upon spatial granularity and temporal continuity, we selected four
representative mobility use cases (e.g., the vehicle tracking system, the camera-based system, the mobile payment system, and
the cellular network system) to verify the generalizability of the state-of-the-art human mobility models. MOVER methodically
characterizes the accuracy of five different mobility models in these four use cases based on a comprehensive set of mobility
measures and provide two key lessons learned: (i) For the collective level measures, the finer spatial granularity of the user
cases, the better generalization of the theoretical models; (ii) For the individual-level measures, the lower periodic temporal
continuity of the user cases, the theoretical models typically generalize better than the empirical models. The verification
results can help the research community to select appropriate mobility models and parameters in different use cases.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Human mobility models generate synthetic mobility data to capture collective human flows or individual spatiotemporal human locations, which are of great significance for researchers to conduct their research without real
mobility data. Examples include mobile networking [5][70][13], location-based services [57][58][63][65], epidemic
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control [2][3][9][51], transportation management[23][24][57][60][66], and emergency management [19][29][44].
In particular, some concrete use cases include (1) modeling how large-scale vehicles move in real-time can help
manage autonomous vehicles and provide large-scale simulations for Vehicular Edge Computing [30]; (2) human
mobility models can provide guidance for base station deployment of ongoing 5G cellular networks; (3) human
mobility models can help know how infectious virus spread in crowds, which is extremely important to control
epidemics, such as the recent COVID-19 [25]. To enable the practical effectiveness of human mobility models in
these cases, it is essential to understand the generalizability of different mobility models in different use cases,
which can provide the best guidance for model selection.
In this work, our goal is to verify the generalizability of existing human mobility models in heterogeneous
use cases. Existing human mobility models can be generally divided into two categories: theoretical mobility
models and empirical mobility models. (i) Theoretical models such as Gravity Model [21][31], Random Way-point
model [26], and Levy Walk [48] are generally based on scientific hypotheses or fitted by small-scale data from
interviews and surveys [40]. (ii) Empirical mobility models such as [14][16][64][66] are driven by large-scale
real-world data to improve the accuracy of mobility modeling. However, these models are generally only validated
in some use cases while it is unclear how it performs when generalized to other use cases. The reason that we
care about generalizability is, in practical usage, it is not always promising that we can find the exactly same data
source as used in the existing works for human mobility modeling because of many practical constraints such
as data ownership and data privacy. Instead, we may need to use different data sources as replacement to build
the mobility models, which leads to unverified performance. For example, the performance of mobility models
resulted from smartphone data is unclear when applied to vehicle use cases due to their different spatiotemporal
mobility features. To the best of our knowledge, little work, if any, has comprehensively verified the performance
of various mobility models with real-world data in multiple use cases with different spatial and temporal features
to exam their generalizability because of the lack of data in multiple mobility use cases.
Benefited from the ubiquity of sensing devices and the decrease of data transmission and storage cost in recent
years, various mobility data have been collected from different use cases at urban scale in real time recently,
which provide an unprecedented opportunity to verify the generalizability of different mobility models with
heterogeneous use cases at a city scale. For example, cellular network data [14][10], vehicle trace data [59]
[53][27][55][34][28], mobile payment data[64][66], and camera-based system data (e.g., traffic management [45],
public safety [47]) have been gathered for various use cases in many big and developed cities, e.g., New York
City, Beijing, Shanghai and Shenzhen.
In this work, we design a MObility VERification framework called MOVER to verify existing human mobility
models in a systematic way. MOVER is based on city-scale mobility datasets covering different spatial and temporal
granularity from four real-world systems including a vehicle tracking system, a mobile payment system, a
camera-based system, and a cellular system deployed in Chinese city Shenzhen. The verification is conducted in
4 use cases with 5 representative mobility models based on 9 mobility measures involving more than 3.3 million
users. The goal of our work is to provide a practical guidance for the research community in mobility model
selection and parameter adjustment when conducting large-scale mobility-driven experiments and emulations,
e.g., how autonomous vehicles move and share sensor data with others, deploying new base stations for 5G
cellular networks in cities, and understanding the virus (e.g., COVID-19) spreading mechanism based on human
mobility. We summarize the contributions of our work as follows.
• To the best of our knowledge, MOVER is the first work to verify the generalizability of the multiple mobility
models for heterogeneous mobility use cases to produce practical guidance for model and parameter
selection. Specifically, the verification involves two theoretical mobility models (Random Way-point and
Levy walk) and three empirical mobility models (WHERE, Universal model, and Buscope) in four typical use
cases with one-month city-scale data and different spatial-temporal granularity. It covers four categories
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of use cases including mobile payment, telecommunication, transportation, and public safety. Therefore,
our work has fairly complete data and model coverage and gives a comprehensive understanding of how
mobility models generalize to different real-world use cases.
• MOVER systematically verifies mobility models’ generalizability based on mobility measures at both collective
mobility and individual mobility levels. At the collective level, we adopt four essential measures including
trip counts, original Destination matrix, users counts, and location entropy to capture location features,
which can be used to estimate mobility flows between location pairs for various use cases, e.g., 5G base
station deployment and traffic management. At the individual level, we adopt five essential measures
including average jump length, maximum jump length, distinct visited locations, entropy, and gyration to
capture individual mobility features, which can be used for more fine-grained use cases such as large-scale
emulation of autonomous cars or epidemic control.
Based on the verification results, we discuss two lessons learned about human mobility model selection and
design implications for other use cases.
• Lesson 1: Impact of Spatial Granularity in Use Cases. For the collective level measures such as visit
counts, origin-destination matrix, and location entropy, the finer spatial granularity of the use cases, the
better generalizability of the theoretical models. This insight is counter-intuitive because normally the
performance of a theoretical mobility model should be better with data of coarser spatial granularity
compared to finer spatial granularity. In contrast, the performance of empirical models is not sensitive to
spatial granularity of the use cases. This insight provides important guidance for model selection given use
cases with spatial granularity when focusing on collective level measures, e.g., cellular user flows from one
area to another area.
• Lesson 2: Impact of Temporal Granularity in Use Cases. For the individual level measures such as
jump length, gyration, and distinct visited locations, the lower periodic temporal continuity of the use
cases (i.e., the mobility data are logged with a lower frequency), the better generalizability of the theoretical
models compared to empirical models. This insight provides guidance for model selection in use cases
with lower periodic temporal continuity (such as mobile payment or phone call based mobility logs) when
focusing on individual-level measures, e.g., maximum daily travel distance.

2

METHODOLOGY

In this section, we introduce the data from four use cases with different spatial granularity and temporal continuity
for the generalizability verification first, followed by the description of five mobility models, e.g., two theoretical
models and three empirical models. Then we illustrate the collective and individual level measures involved.
Finally, we describe the metric we used for verify the performance of the models.

2.1

Four Mobility Use Cases

We built a taxonomy for mobility use cases from two dimensions, e.g., spatial granularity and temporal continuity
as shown in Figure 1. For instance, the vehicle GPS data in the bottom left corner has the smallest spatial
granularity and temporal continuity because the onboard GPS devices update the fine-grained longitude and
latitude for vehicles about every 10s. In contrast, the camera-based system only collected data in the stationary
locations, e.g., the highway toll stations (e.g., 70 in Shenzhen), which are sparsely distributed. The highway toll
stations only collect the vehicle transaction data when the vehicles enter and left the highway, so the temporal
continuity is coarse in this use case.
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Fig. 1. Taxonomy for Different Mobility Use Cases
Table 1. Use Case Data Description
Description
# of users
Daily data size
# of daily records
Format

Data Used for Generalizability Verification in Four Use Cases
Vehicle Tracking
Camera-based
Cellular Network
Payment Systems
Systems
Systems
Systems
10K
0.8M
1.3M
1.2M
84.6M
201M
550M
1.44G
1.2M
2.4M
4M
14M
Device ID, Date&time
Plate ID, Date&time
Station ID, Date&time Card ID, Date&time
GPS, Speed
O/D Station, O/D Road
Machine ID, In/Out
GPS, Celltower ID

For this work, We choose four typical real-world use cases with different spatial-temporal features covering
4 urban domains (e.g., payment, telecommunication, transportation, and public safety). We have obtained onemonth data in Shenzhen, collected by service providers and the Shenzhen Committee of Transportation (SCT).
The details about data sets are shown in Table 1.
• Use Case 1: the vehicle tracking system collects the personal vehicle GPS trace data by an onboard
GPS device. We divide the Shenzhen map into 500m × 500m grids, 1km × 1km grids, and 2km × 2km
grids, and map the vehicle locations into different grids according to the longitude and latitude, which
a state of practice approach for vehicular data processing[35]. As a result, if a vehicle stopped the GPS
trace uploading, then we assume it stops and the driver visits the corresponding locations. The average
daily individual hop (i.e., the number of distinct consecutive locations visited by an individual a day) is 2.48
after data preprocessing. The use cases for vehicle tracking systems include travel time estimation [12] and
vehicular sensing task scheduling [59].
• Use Case 2: the camera-based system collects the coarse-grained information when a vehicle enters or
leaves the highway. There are 70 highway toll stations in Shenzhen, and the individual daily hop is 2.18 on
average. The use cases for the camera-based system include the real-time vehicle locations for anomaly
detection and risk assessment in highways [64].
• Use Case 3: the mobile payment system collects passengers’ trip origins and destinations when they
tap in and tap out of the subway stations. The data sets contain 118 subway stations in total, and the
average daily individual hop is 1.56. The use cases for the mobile payment systems include the subway
scheduling [56] and travel time estimation [18].
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• Use Case 4: the cellular network system collects the spatial-temporal information with the cell tower
spatial granularity. Cellular data is collected when cellphone users are connected to nearby towers for
phone calls or messages. There are more than 3600 cell towers involved in our data sets, and the daily
number of hops is 6.9 on average for each individual. The use cases for the cellular network system include
the cellular data usage prediction [41], urban population modeling [14], and transportation modes inference
[69].

2.2

Five Mobility Models

In this paper, we choose two typically and widely used theoretical models, Random Way-point [26] and Levy
walk [48] in mobile computing [52] [43]. For empirical models, we choose the representative models WHERE [16]
and Universal Model [61], which considering the collective and individual level mobility features, respectively.
We also select the advanced model Buscope [32] that considering both the collective and individual level mobility
behavior. We list the notations and the meaning in this paper in Table 2 and the comparisons of the models are
shown in Table 3.
Table 2. Comparison of Mobility Models
Category

Model
Population

Theoretical
models
Empirical
models

Random
Way-point [26]
Levy Walk [48]
WHERE [16]
Universal
Model [61]
Buscope [32]

×

Factors considered
Individual
Distance
History

Collective
History

Math expression

×
√

×

×

−

×

×
√

×

×
√

×
√

𝑃𝑖,𝑗 = 𝑍 | |𝑑1 | |𝛼
𝑖,𝑗
−

×

×

×
√

𝜆 )
𝑃𝑖,𝑗 ∝ 𝑠 𝑗,𝑖𝑗 (1 + 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑘
𝑗
−

×

×

√

𝑚

Table 3. Notations used in this paper
Notation
𝑠 𝑗,𝑖
𝑃𝑖,𝑗
𝑟𝑗
𝑃 𝑗 (𝑢)
𝑃 𝑢 ( 𝑗)
𝑟 0𝑢
𝑟𝑖𝑢
𝐸𝑗
𝐸𝑢
𝑟𝑔𝑢
𝑁𝑢

Meaning
number of visits in a circle centered at location 𝑗
and the radius is the distance between 𝑖 and 𝑗
the probability a resident moves to 𝑗
when she is now at location 𝑖
the attractiveness of location 𝑗,
the smaller of 𝑟 𝑗 , the more attractive of 𝑗
the probability that location 𝑗 is visited by 𝑢
the probability of 𝑗 in 𝑢’s probability vector
the center of mass of 𝑢’s trip
the location vector of 𝑖-th record for 𝑢
the uncorrelated location entropy for 𝑗
the uncorrelated entropy for individual 𝑢
the radius of gyration for 𝑢
number of locations visited by 𝑢
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• Theoretical Random Way-point model: In Random Way-point [26] model, a synthetic resident starts
from an initial location and then randomly chooses the next destination from all nodes. When the user
arrived at the destination and pause for a period of time, she would reselect the destination randomly and
repeat the process. Random Way-point is a non-parameter model and without history information for
generating traces for individuals.
• Theoretical Levy walk model: Existing studies have revealed that distance of human movement follows
heavy-tailed distribution [15], so compared with Random Way-point, the probability for next location
selection for a synthetic user is related to the distance of two location pairs with Levy walk [48]. The larger
the distance to 𝑗, the lower probability to choose 𝑗 as the destination. As shown in Table 3, 𝛼 is a parameter
that can affect the performance of the model.
• Empirical WHERE model: Random Way-point and Levy walk are theoretical models without taking
history information into consideration. WHERE [16] is a statistical mobility model based on Call Detail
Records(CDRs). The key insight is the majority of people move between some important locations, e.g.,
home and working places, so we can get five different probability distributions with the history collective
information, e.g., home, distance, work, call time and per user calls per day, and generate the individual
trace according to the collective information. As a complementary to WHERE, WHERE3 is proposed to add
another important location for generating individual trace to improve the effectiveness and scalability of
the model.
• Empirical Universal model : Compared with WHERE, which utilizes the collective history information,
universal model [61] captures both individual and collective level patterns of human mobility, taking the
number of people and the individual history trace into consideration. 𝜆 is a parameter for UM, and normally,
the value of 𝜆 is smaller in a better-developed country or area, in this work, we choose 3 different values
for 𝜆 [61].
• Empirical BuScope: BuScope also [32] combines individual and aggregated information to predict the next
location for a user. But different from the universal model, BuScope only gives the individual history data
higher priority. If a user starts from 𝑠 with high support according to historical data, then the destination is
the highest-confidence location from 𝑠. If the support is low, then the destination prediction is based on the
probability of the aggregated flows from 𝑠.
For models that need the collective history information (e.g., WHERE) and individual history information (e.g.,
Universal model and BuScope), we use about three weeks of data as the historic records and the remaining data
as the verification data to show the accuracy of the models.

2.3

Mobility Model Measures

We measure the accuracy of different mobility models from two perspectives, e.g., collective and individual
level. The verification measures are also divided into two categories, e.g., collective and individual measures. We
select four collective measures, which can capture the aggregated feature and has been widely used [17][37][8]
for transportation network optimization and investments. We also select five typical individual measures used
previous works [6][36][39] to capture the residents’ move patterns, such as variability (e.g.,Radius of gyration),
and predictability (e.g., Uncorrelated entropy).
2.3.1 Four Collective Measures. The collective measures measure the flows migrating between two locations,
e.g., the cell towers in cellular networks and subway stations in AFC systems. The selected collective measures
are given as follows.
Í
• Visit counts [37] computes the number of daily visits 𝑖 𝑇𝑖,𝑗 for each location 𝑗.
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• Origin Destination (OD) matrix [7] computes the daily number of trips 𝑇𝑖,𝑗 between arbitrary two
locations 𝑖 and 𝑗 during the measurement period.
• User counts computes the daily number of distinct individuals for each location 𝑗.
• Uncorrelated location entropy [8] computes the temporal-unrelated location entropy of the locations
and indicates the historic probability that the location is visited by each individual. The uncorrelated
location entropy can be calculated as
Õ
𝐸𝑗 = −
𝑃 𝑗 (𝑢) log 𝑃 𝑗 (𝑢).
(1)
𝑢

2.3.2 Five Individual Measures. Different from the collective measures focusing on aggregated features, individual
measures can capture the mobility patterns from a personal perspective. We exploit five individual-level measures
as follows.
• Average jump length [6] computes the average daily jump length (the distance between two consecutive
locations that a resident visits) for each individual during the measurement period.
• Maximum jump length [29] computes the largest daily jump length for each individual.
• Number of distinct visited locations [15] computes the average daily number of distinct locations
that an individual has been visited.
• Uncorrelated entropy [39] computes the temporal uncorrelated entropy of a set of individuals, and
indicates the historic probability that a location was visited by an individual. The uncorrelated entropy is
calculated as
𝐸𝑢 = −

Õ

𝑃 𝑢 ( 𝑗) log 𝑃 𝑢 ( 𝑗).

(2)

𝑗

• Radius of gyration [36][15] computes the radii of gyration of a set of individuals and represents the
characteristic distance travelled by an individual in mobility analysis. The radius if gyration of 𝑢 is calculated
as:
v
u
t
𝑟𝑔𝑢 =

2.4

𝑁𝑢
1 Õ
(𝑟 𝑢 − 𝑟 0𝑢 ) 2 .
𝑁𝑢 𝑖=1 𝑖

(3)

Verification Metric: MAPE

To verify the model generalizability accuracy, we use the real-world data as the ground truth. We first utilize the
models to generate collective flows or individual traces and then compute the mobility measures in different
level. We use the Mean Absolute Percent Error (MAPE) [11] as the accuracy evaluation for each measure because
compared with it can measure the deviation degree of the predicted value to the true values. MAPE is defined as

𝑀𝐴𝑃𝐸 =

𝑛
1 Õ |𝑦ˆ𝑖 − 𝑦𝑖 |
.
𝑛 𝑖=1
𝑦𝑖

(4)

where 𝑦ˆ𝑖 is the value of the measure calculated according to the model, and 𝑦𝑖 is derived from the real data.
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Fig. 2. Number of locations and average number of hops for each individual in three use cases. (a) Locations represents
stations in camera-based and payment systems, and cell towers in cellular network system; (b) The average daily number of
hops means the quantity of continuously distinct location pairs in each individual trace, e.g. A→ B → A with the number of
2, while A→ A → B with the number of 1.
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Fig. 3. Visit counts in collective level: Units from left to right in x-axis are with finer to coarser spatial granularity

3

VERIFICATION RESULTS

In this section, we present the verification results in collective and individual measures, the detailed analysis the
some key lessons learned from the results. We show mobility spatial and temporal features in different use cases
in Figure 2, which can be used for explaining most of the following results. We use UM, RWP, LW to represent
the Universal model, Random Way-Point model, and Levy walk model in the figures shown in this section due to
the space limitation.

3.1

Collective Level Mobility Measures

3.1.1 Visit Counts. Visit Counts for Theoretical Models: As shown in Figure 3, two theoretical models, i.e.,
Random Way-point (RWP) and Levy walk (LW), achieve the worst performance in the camera-based use case
compared with the other two use cases because of the fewest number of locations in this use case (e.g., 70 stations
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Fig. 5. Visit counts with different grid partition in vehicle tracking system

involved as shown in Figure 2 (a)). The RWP model randomly selects the next destination among all the locations
with the same probability, which generates similar visit counts for each location. The LW model with different 𝛼
adjusts the selection probability of the next location according to the distance between origin and destination
pairs, and the distribution of the visit counts of Levy walk with 𝛼 =4 is similar to the ground truth as shown in
Figure 4 (a). But Levy walk is not a context-aware model, which produces extremely large gap for visit counts
in some locations with ground truth and generated trace as shown in Figure 4 (b). Due to the small number of
locations in a camera-based use case, the large MAPE for visit counts in some locations cannot be averaged
by that in other locations.
Visit Counts for Empirical Models: Three empirical models (BuScope, Universal Model, and WHERE) perform
better than two theoretical models at the collective level as shown in Figure 3. For example, in the mobile payment
use case, the MAPE of theoretical models are about 2 to 13× than that of the empirical models. BuScope performs
better than the universal model because it utilizes both the more detailed individual history trace and the effective
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Cumulative Distribution Function(%)

combination of individual and collective information. The universal models with different parameters achieve a
similar performance in all use cases, which shows their stability.
Visit Count with Different Spatial Granularity: The vehicle tracking use case generates individual traces
with the finest spatial granularity and temporal continuity (e.g., GPS locations every 10 seconds), but due to its
lowest penetration, the models’ performance can be affected by insufficient and less representative data. We
divide the Shenzhen map into grids with different sizes, e.g., 500m × 500m, 1km × 1km, and 2km × 2km to
evaluate the impact of spatial granularity on measures. As in Figure 5, with the increase of the grid size, the
empirical models perform better; whereas the theoretical models perform worse. We explore the reason for this
trend. The average daily visit counts for most locations are less than 2 with 500m × 500m grid partition as in
Figure 6. As a result, the wrong destination selection due to the inaccurate prediction in the empirical models
would cause nearly 1 for MAPE (e.g., zero in the ground truth and non-zero in the generated trace). With a coarser
area partition, the average visit counts is increased, and the negative effect of the inaccurate prediction for
the empirical models can be effectively mitigated.
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Fig. 6. Visit counts in the vehicle tracking use case

3.1.2 OD Matrix. OD Matrix vs. Visit Counts: Generally, the MAPE of the OD matrix is larger compared with
visit counts because OD matrix is a more fine-grained measure. Specifically, visit counts only cares about
the total mobility flows to a destination, which neglects each part of the flows; whereas OD matrix takes all the
origins into consideration. For example, as in Figure 7, compared with visit counts in Figure 3, the cellular
system has about 7 to 50× larger MAPE. But it is not the case in the camera-based use case with theoretical models
as in Figure 7. The large value gap between some location pairs with the ground truth and the generated trace
can be decreased more effectively compared with visit counts calculation because there are more elements in
OD matrix.
OD Matrix for Empirical Models: WHERE and WHERE3 can capture the collective features effectively, e.g.,
flows between two locations, especially for use cases with a few hops (e.g., 1.56 in the mobile payment system
and 2.18 in the camera-based system). Because WHERE and WHERE3 only care about two and three important
locations for each individual, respectively.
3.1.3 Lesson Learned on Collective Level Measures. Impact of Spatial Granularity of Use Cases: In terms
of the collective level measures, the finer spatial granularity of the user cases, the better generalization of the
theoretical models. As shown in Figure 3 and Figure 7, the visit counts and OD matrix have the smaller
MAPE in cellular use cases compared with that in mobile payment and camera-based use cases. This insight is
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Fig. 7. OD matrix in collective level: Units from left to right in x-axis are with finer to coarser spatial granularity

counter-intuitive because normally we think the performance of a theoretical mobility model should be better
with coarser spatial granularity, instead of finer spatial granularity. In contrast, the performance of the empirical
models in collective measures is not sensitive to the spatial granularity of the user cases. This insight provides
guidance for model selection given use cases with spatial granularity when focusing on collective level measures,
e.g., cellular user flows from one area to another area.

3.2

Individual Level Mobility Measures
BuScope
RWP

WHERE
LW(α=1)

WHERE3
LW(α=2)

UM(λ=25)
LW(α=3)

UM(λ=35)
LW(α=4)

UM(λ=50)

MAPE

102

101

1

Cellular

Camera-based

Payment

Fig. 8. Average jump length in individual level: Units from left to right are with lower to higher periodic temporal continuity

3.2.1 Average Jump Length. Average Jump Length for Theoretical Models: Compared with collective level
measures, e.g., OD matrix, individual measures care about individual trace, which can capture individual features
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better. Levy walk with 𝛼 = 3 or 4 can achieve good performance for this measure in all use cases because of the
heavy-tailed travel distance distribution and their location-insensitive measurement.
Average Jump Length for Empirical Models: WHERE and WHERE3 perform much worse in the cellular
network use case as shown in Figure 8 compared with in other two use cases. However, the individual average
number of hops is 6.94 in the cellular system, which is obviously larger, because WHERE and WHERE3 generates
individual traces focusing on two or three important locations for an individual, As a result, WHERE cannot
generate reasonable traces for most individuals. The Universal model and BuScope also show a similar trend
because of the less periodicity of the temporal continuity. Specifically, the cellular system use case generated a
data point when cellphone users have phone calls or messages, which is determined by users’ behavior and less
periodic compared to other use cases such as vehicular tracking.
BuScope
RWP

WHERE
LW(α=1)

WHERE3
LW(α=2)

UM(λ=25)
LW(α=3)

UM(λ=35)
LW(α=4)

UM(λ=50)

MAPE

101

1

10−1

Cellular

Camera-based

Payment

Fig. 9. Number of distinct locations in individual level: Units from left to right in x-axis are with lower to higher periodic
temporal continuity

3.2.2 Number of Distinct Visited Locations. Distinct Visited Locations vs. Average Jump Length: Compared
with the average jump length, the MAPE of the distinct visited location is lower (31.7 vs. 2 with RWP in-vehicle
system) as in Figure 9. Because the former measure cares more detailed information for an individual, which
generates more accurate measurement with the same MAPE.
Distinct Visited Locations for Empirical Models: WHERE utilizes aggregated statistical features to generate
the individual traces. As a result, as shown in Figure 8 and Figure 9, WHERE achieves worse performance
compared with other empirical models in payment and camera-based use cases. BuScope achieves the best
performance in both camera-based and payment use cases because the two mobility modalities are similar to
the bus system, which is BuScope designed for. Universal models with different parameters achieve similar
performance in individual measures.
3.2.3 Lesson Learned on Individual-Level Measures. Impact of Temporal Granularity of Use Cases: In terms
of the individual-level measures, the lower periodic temporal continuity of the user cases, the theoretical models
typically generalize better than the empirical models. For example, as shown in Figure 8 and Figure 9, in the
cellular use case, due to the least periodic temporal continuity, i.e., the cellular users’ mobility are logged with
lower periodicity, e.g., based on the events of a phone call or messages, an empirical model cannot capture the
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mobility features effectively. This insight is important for the human mobility model and parameter selection
given use cases with lower periodic temporal continuity when we focus on the individual measures.

3.3

Overall Verification Results

We summarize the verification results as follows: (1) the trend of individual measure user counts is similar
to visit counts; (2) the trends of uncorrelated location entropy, maximum jump length and radius of
gyration are similar to average jump length; (3) the trend of uncorrelated entropy is similar to number of
distinct visited locations. Note that uncorrelated location entropy is more sensitive to individual
mobility compared with other collective metrics, so its trend is similar to individual measures. The verification
results are put into four categories based on a two-dimensional taxonomy, i.e., theoretical and empirical models
for both collective and individual measures, as shown in Table 4. The results provide important guidance for
model selection and parameter adjustment.
Table 4. Summary of the verification results
Categories

Theoretical models with collective measures

Theoretical models with individual measures

Empirical models with collective measures

Empirical models with individual measures

Summary
1. The coarser spatial granularity of the use cases, the lower
generalizability. (Figure 3, 7)
2. The MAPE of OD matrix is much larger than visit counts
in camera-based system, which is different from that in cellular
and payment system. (Figure 3, 7)
Levy walk with larger 𝛼 shows better generalizability. (Figure 8, 9)
1. The empirical models utilizing individual and collective history
information can achieve similar generalizability. (Figure 3, 7)
2. The empirical models achieve better generalizability compared
to the theoretical models. (Figure 3, 7)
3. Without enough data for analysis, it is better to have coarser
spatial partition for empirical models. (Figure 5)
1. In the payment and camera-based use case, the empirical models
utilizing individual information perform better compared with the
model utilizing the collective information. (Figure 8, 9)
2. The generalizability of the empirical models is affected by the
periodic temporal continuity significantly. (Figure 8, 9)
3. The universal models with different 𝜆 achieve similar
generalizability, which shows the stability of these models.
(Figure 3, 5, 7, 8, 9)

4 DISCUSSION
4.1 Limitations
In this paper, even large scale data has been used, the main limitation is that we only choose the data collected in
one of the most biggest and developed cities in China, e.g., Shenzhen, to verify the generalizability of different
models, which may have a bias in other countries or small-scale cities due to different mobility models, culture
diversity, and use cases. The second limitation is that we only collect four use cases with different spatial
granularity and temporal continuity as shown in Figure 1 to verify the generalizability of the models, our results
may not be generalized to other use cases with different spatiotemporal features. However, the four use cases are
representative with obviously different spatial granularity and temporal continuity. Another limitation is that we
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only focus on the performance of five typical mobility models, e.g., two theoretical and three empirical models.
There are many generative mobility models have been proposed [16] [33] [46] [68] [62] [66] [64] [32] in recent
years. It is infeasible to analyze all the models in different categories. We believe that the verification results in
the paper can provide important guidance for the model selection and the parameter adjustment in other use
cases as well.

4.2

Potential Implication of the Results

Understanding the accuracy of heterogeneous mobility models with different modality and measures is significant
to help to recommend the models and guide the parameter selection for many use cases such as transportation
management, epidemic control, urban planning, and autonomous driving. We show a practical guideline for
model selection and parameter selection with two use cases: (1) In mobile computing areas, estimating OD matrix
is important for optimizing autonomous car scheduling and conducting large-scale simulations. If we focus on
the cars’ mobility on highways, we can refer to the performance of models in camera-based system because of
the similar spatial-temporal features. As a result, WHERE and WHERE3 can be good choices. Estimating the
visit counts of a place can help to build the new urban-scale infrastructures, e.g., 5G base station, to meet
the increasing demand of the residents in the city. In this scenario, we can select empirical models due to the
obviously superior performance compared with theoretical models in the cellular network system. Overall, the
model selection is based on the similar spatial-temporal features; (2) In human behavior analysis, it is important
to get human mobility regularity for knowing the spreading mechanism of diseases, e.g., COVID-19. Specifically,
we can evaluate the risk of the individual based on the radius of gyration and the number of distinct
locations visited by an individual by choosing the Levy walk model with 𝛼=3 or 4 and BuScope model in the
cellular network system and mobile payment system, respectively, because of the heavy-tailed distribution of the
individual mobility.

4.3

Privacy and Ethics

All data used were legally collected by service providers and Shenzhen Committee of Transportation under
user consent. In this work, we focus on mobility model accuracy instead of caring about individual resident
in the city. All data has been anonymized by our collaborators, so we cannot use these data to trace back the
individual information, e.g., the driver. Besides, we only store and utilize the data involved in our work and
the other individual information has been dropped for minimal information exposure, e.g., the user connection
details in cellular network system.

4.4

Public Data Access

Having access to the datasets is important for people to study the mobility modeling. However, many researchers
usually cannot obtain the data. As an initial step, we are working with Shenzhen smart city research group to
release some sample data to benefit the research community and promote more effective and robust mobility
models. Due to the privacy issue, we need to deal with the raw data first, e.g., doing the hash operation for
individual ID, discarding sensitive information and adding some noise to the data with the differential privacy
techniques.

5

RELATED WORK

Human mobility modeling has received considerable attention in recent years due to its importance to various
sensing applications [54] [2] [22] [19] [5]. We divide the existing work into four categories based on a twodimension taxonomy, i.e., collective and individual measures for both modeling single source and multiple source
data as shown in Table 5.
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Table 5. Categories of human mobility modeling
Categories
Measures

Collective
Individual

5.1

Sensing system
Single
Multiple
[16][33]
[42][68]
[46][14]
[62][67]
[18][64][66]
[61][38]
[20][32]

Models Focusing on Collective Measures

Gravity model is proposed based on the Newton’s law of gravitation [71], which assumes that the people flow
between two locations is proportional to the population of these two locations and inversely proportional to the
distance between the two locations [1] [4]. Simini et al. propose Radiation model [49] to address the drawback of
Gravity model which can not capture the difference of flow between two locations in reverse directions. However,
it is difficult to obtain the population information for Gravity model and Radiation model because of the dynamic
human mobility characteristic. Isaacman et al. design WHERE model based on Call Detail Records (CDRs) to model
general human mobility, which focuses on a few important locations, e.g., home and working places, and evaluate
it on the population movement between different locations [16]. Mir et al. propose DP-WHERE model which adds
noise to the probability distributions in WHERE to prevent the privacy leak [33]. Shafiq et al. characterize the
scheme of flow migration during the real-life crowded events based on the cellular network data [46]. Fang et
al. model real-time urban population based on Call Detailed Records (CDRs) from multiple cellular networks
deployed in Shenzhen to avoid over-fitting of models with only data collected from single cellular network [14].
Rezaei et al provide an improved upper bound for information flood time with Manhattan random way-point
Model and verify the accuracy based on the bike renting data and taxi GPS data [42]. Zhang et al model real-time
human mobility with transportation and cellphone data to solve the over-fitting of single-view modeling [68].
Yan et al propose a non-parameter human mobility model based on population-weighted opportunities with taxi
GPS and cellphone data [62]. Zhang et al explore the human mobility based on multi-source data, e.g., vehicle
data, smart card data and cellphone data, to avoid data bias with single-source data and improve the accuracy of
the modeling [67].

5.2

Models Focusing on Individual Measures

Random Way-point is a typical and simple theoretical model to generate individual trajectory [26], which selects
the next location randomly from all the locations for each individual. Levy walk [15] adjusts the probability of
generating the next location for the individual based on the distance between origin and destination. Random
Way-point and Levy walk models are theoretical models, which can not utilize the individual or collective history
information. [66] [64] exploits the ETC data for mobility modeling on highways at an individual level, e.g.,
the travel time and real-time location. Jang et al estimate travel times among stops based on smart cart data
from automatic fare collection systems [18]. Jiang et al provide a data mining framework to extract individual
mobility patterns from CDRs collected in Singapore [20]. Lakmal et al apply real-time data collected by Singapore
public transit system to model individual mobility [32]. Yan et al develop an individual model combing history
information and the population ranks to capture the mobility patterns [61]. Pappalardo et al extract two distinct
profiles in human mobility modeling, e.g., returners and explorers, and combines Gravity model with EPR model
[50] to improve the modeling accuracy [38] with CDR and GPS datasets. Meegahapola et al utilize individual and
aggregated history information to predict the destination of each individual with public transportation data in
Singapore [32].
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Summary

The most of existing research works mainly focus on collective mobility modeling, e.g., the flows between two
locations and the flows to/from a location, or based on the single sensing systems. Even though some works
propose individual models to capture detailed mobility patterns, they only exploit data collected from one or two
use cases, e.g., cellular networks and GPS systems. However, to our knowledge, MOVER is the first work to verify
the generalizability of both theoretical and empirical models at both individual level and collective level based on
a taxonomy of the mobility use case (as shown in Figure 1) from two dimensions, which are spatial granularity
and temporal continuity.

6

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we design and implement a mobility model verification framework called MOVER, aiming to verify
the model generalizability from both the collective level and individual level with four diverse use cases. MOVER
takes these four use cases, five models as input, and outputs the model accuracy and generalizability through
four collective and five individual metrics.
The verification results in this work show: (i) For the collective level measures, the finer spatial granularity
of the user cases, the better generalization of the theoretical models; (ii) For the individual-level measures, the
lower periodic temporal continuity of the user cases, the theoretical models typically generalize better than
the empirical models. We believe our verification results will provide better model selection and parameter
adjustment for improving many related use cases in mobile computing, cellular communication, epidemic control,
and urban planning.
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A

APPENDIX

We complete the verification results of different models with the remaining measures mention in Section 2.3,
including two collective and three individual level measures.
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Fig. 10. User counts in collective level: Units from left to right in x-axis are with finer to coarser spatial granularity
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Fig. 11. Uncorrelated location entropy in collective level: Units from left to right in x-axis are with lower to higher periodic
temporal continuity
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Fig. 12. Maximum jump length in individual level: Units from left to right in x-axis are with lower to higher periodic temporal
continuity
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Fig. 13. Uncorrelated entropy in individual level: Units from left to right in x-axis are with lower to higher periodic temporal
continuity
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Fig. 14. Radius of gyration in individual level: Units from left to right in x-axis are with lower to higher periodic temporal
continuity
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